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“Winnipeg is a city of the arts.
We are a city that expresses itself
through arts, culture and creativity.”
—OurWinnipeg

It is this statement, from the City’s official municipal
plan, which guides the Winnipeg Arts Council in every
aspect of its operations. It is also fundamental to the
creation of this document which will provide direction
to the organization over the next five years.
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CREATION. PARTICIPATION. INSPIRATION.

W

innipeg’s identity is embedded in our world
renowned cultural institutions, among the
oldest and most respected in Canada. It lives in
our cultural spaces and facilities, in our festivals, our
galleries, our museums, our theatres, our architecture
and our diverse communities and neighbourhoods.
It breathes in our population of successful artists—
filmmakers, musicians, dancers, composers, writers,
visual artists, performers of every kind—and in the
passion of our audiences and volunteers who champion
and consume the astonishing volume of art and
cultural events this city produces.
The three words that drive our planning—Creation,
Participation, Inspiration—infuse the following
statements and each page of this document. There are
three fundamental conditions for creativity in Winnipeg:
• The determination of Winnipeg’s artists and arts
organizations to create is fearless and unstoppable.
With whatever resources, investment or lack thereof,
this city produces artistic accomplishment of the
highest degree— CREATION.
• Winnipeg communities desire the best that artists
and arts organizations can offer, but also realize that
they too contribute to and participate in creative
experience— PARTICIPATION.

These three streams of creative pursuit contribute to the
quality of life in Winnipeg and to the health and wellbeing
of its citizens. However, even more important is the value
of art itself, the creative ingenuity of people just for its
own purpose. Experiencing the arts provides the capacity
to perceive, feel, and interpret the world. At the Winnipeg
Arts Council, both outlooks on creativity are respected,
but the individual artist remains at the creative core and
is the source and inspiration for artistic accomplishment
in Winnipeg.
The integration of art, the city and city building coalesces
in the purpose and programs of the Winnipeg Arts
Council. It is at the municipal level that the funding body
and the arts are most closely aligned. As the agency
charged by the municipality to invest in and support
the three streams of creative initiative outlined above,
the Winnipeg Arts Council proposes the following as a
framework to proceed for the next five years, a framework
embodied by values and principles within which to build
the annual corporate plan and programs. In November
2016 the Winnipeg Arts Council engaged in a planning
exercise to explore and draft organizational values within
which strategic priorities would be embedded. This
approach is constructed upon a platform of deeply shared
vision and values expressed by both the Board and Staff.

• To give the city character and livability, to provide
access to the arts for everyone, the demand for public
art grows and grows—INSPIRATION.
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MISSION

VISION

VALUES

The Winnipeg Arts Council
funds, supports and champions
development of the arts on behalf
of the people of Winnipeg.

Winnipeg is a city of the arts, where
art is integrated into all people’s
lives. All people have access to
the arts, are able to participate
in the arts, value the arts and are
enriched by the arts.

It is through the programs and the
conduct of Board and Staff that the
organization’s values are actualized.
A key word symbolizes each of the
values, but carries meaning far
more extensive than a single word
can convey. The stated values, ART,
COURAGE, INTEGRITY, EQUITY,
CELEBRATION, operate within
the broader context of our urban
environment. We believe art is
integral to our city and we strive to
use art to build our city, interpret
our city and create connection to
our city. The relationship between
art and the city is constant and
reciprocal.
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ART

INTEGRITY

CELEBRATION

Creative human expression in all
its manifestations results in art.
It may be stating the obvious, but
the importance of art is the basic
reason for the existence of the
Winnipeg Arts Council. Art making,
art producing, art documenting, art
interpreting, art educating—are all
about making meaning through art.

Integrity is how we build credibility.
We are centered and clear in
our intentions and honest and
respectful in our practices. All
programs and transactions are
acquitted with transparency and
accountability.

Bringing focus and attention to
the arts allows for connection,
communication and celebration
of the arts in our city. We actively
promote all forms of art and
opportunities to engage with art.

COURAGE
It takes courage to arrive at great
things. We have courage in what
we initiate and in how we respond.
We take informed risks and
encourage artists to do the same.
We are responsive and adaptive
to others. The Winnipeg Arts
Council leads with ideas.

EQUITY
Access, inclusion, diversity—all are
encompassed beneath the banner
of equity. We want to intentionally
create space and opportunity for
the diverse people of Winnipeg
to be engaged in or have access
to art. We want to ensure we are
supporting diverse art forms, ideas
and communities.
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FRAMING
THEMES AND
TOUCHSTONES
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The people of Winnipeg deepen their
engagement with, and value for, the arts.
TOUCHSTONES

IMPACTS

By actively pursuing

• The image of Winnipeg as a city of the arts
is reinforced

• A leadership role in celebrating and boosting
the visibility of the arts across all sectors
• A renewed strategy that tells the story of
Winnipeg Arts Council programs, projects
and services to the widest audience
• Strategic and integrated communication for
promotion, advocacy and interaction with
stakeholders

• The Winnipeg Arts Council is an effective
information hub for the arts in Winnipeg
• There is an increase of participants, in number
and diversity, in Winnipeg arts events
• Stakeholders understand the Winnipeg Arts
Council’s contribution to the arts
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The Winnipeg Arts Council is intentionally serving
diverse communities and artistic disciplines.
TOUCHSTONES

IMPACTS

By actively engaging

• Increased participation in the arts

• The varied and diverse needs of artists with
dynamic programs

• Increased and diversified audiences

• Diverse communities including all ages,
income and abilities
• Indigenous, multicultural and newcomer
populations

• Communities that feel engaged and supported
by the Winnipeg Arts Council
• Increased Board diversity

• Board membership that reflects the diversity of
the community the Winnipeg Arts Council serves
• Wide-ranging audience participation
• With contemporary artistic expression
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Facilitating a culture where art is understood
as essential to city building.
TOUCHSTONES

IMPACTS

By building upon

• The benefits of the arts are acknowledged
by city officials

• The positive relationship with the City
of Winnipeg
• The Winnipeg Arts Council contribution
to placemaking and city building
• The inclusion of the arts in city planning
and development

• Increased support for public art and the 1% of
City Capital Budget designated for public art
• The cultural lens is utilized for City of Winnipeg
policy and planning (in addition to social,
economic and environmental lenses)
• The City of Winnipeg includes the Winnipeg Arts
Council in city processes and decision-making
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Increased funding for the Winnipeg Arts Council in order to
expand support to artists and arts organizations, and to
increase the public’s opportunity to interact with art.
TOUCHSTONES

IMPACTS

By strengthening

• Significant increases to the Winnipeg Arts
Council from the City of Winnipeg with a goal
of $12 per person per year by 2022

• The relationship with the City of Winnipeg
• A fund development strategy

• The Winnipeg Arts Council continues to source
project funds as opportunities arise
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PHOTO CREDITS
PG 2: River Barge Festival, Winnipeg Symphony Orchestra. Photo by Robert Barrow. PG 4: Winnipeg New Music Festival at Pan Am Pool.
Photo by Keith Levit Photography. PG 8: Jazz Winnipeg free concert in Old Market Square. Photo by Travis Ross. PG 9: Imagine Home, a
Youth WITH ART exhibition. Artwork by Selina Goodmanson. Photo by Hannah Doucet. • Mass Appeal Choir at Union Station. Photo by
Matt Duboff. • Mass Appeal Ukuleles at Oodena Circle. Photo by Matt Duboff. PG 10: Winnipeg International Children’s Festival. Photo
by Leif Norman. PG 11: send + receive: a festival of sound. Photo by Travis Cole. • Picturing a Bright Future: The Eritrean Women’s Photography
Project, created through WITH ART (Artist Sarah Crawley) at the Immigrant Centre. Photo by WAC. • Women enjoying Close Commons by
Gurpreet Sehra. Photo by KMA. PG 12: Public art tour visits Untitled by Cliff Eyland. Photo by Lindsey Bond. PG 13: Lighting heaven between
by Bill Pechet. Photo by Robert Tinker. • Creative Placemaking Challenge installation Public Pool by Christopher Beauvilain and Marc Arnould.
Photo by Leif Norman. • Truck Gallery performance by Ray Fenwick. Photo by Collin Zipp. PG 14: Cloud, Nuit Blanche installation by Caitlind
r.c. Brown & Wayne Garrett. Photo by Cole Moszynski. PG 15: City-Wide: A Cello Intervention. Photo by Maria Cherwick. • Public art tour
visits emptyful by Bill Pechet. Photo by Bike Winnipeg. • Public art tour visits écobuage by Urban Ink + Plain Projects. Photo by Lindsey Bond.
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